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So when we returned from our trip in January, 2014, Al wrote 
and asked how it was.  I replied with a brief sketch of each of 
the five times I cried while I was in New Orleans. 

The first time I cried in New Orleans was standing at the corner 
of Claiborne and Tennessee, surveying the empty lots where 9th 
Ward houses once stood, the rotting husks of homes' ghosts still 
standing despite holey rooves and paneless windows, the truly 
amazing brand new Make It Right structures some lucky folks 
were able to afford themselves into (http://makeitright.org/see/
new-orleans/), and the solitude that comes from 1000 drowned, 
abandoned long before the waters rose to corporate greed and 
industrial shortcuts that let the levees crumble like sand.

The second time I cried was just after the host (finally!) seated 
us at Maison on Frenchman St. and the Royal Roses (sadly, 
minus band leader Aurora Nealand) hit their first notes of sweet 
old time jazzy blues, trumpet ringing clearer than a star shaped 
bell, dobro pushing time, sax on the saddle and bass bringing up 
the rear.  (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=55TMCGuLHj8).  
The ghosts of Sidney Bechet and King Oliver wiped my eyes, 
bless ‘em.

The third time, we had just finished kneeling at the feet of 
several large-as-life, bronzed ghosts--Buddy Bolden, Louis 
Armstrong, Tootie Montana--and we'd walked a few more 
meters to the place where Mouffetardish stonework patio stones 
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rolled over soft rises and falls marking the spot where Congo 
Square once held the Sunday slave dances, drums and singing 
and banjos spelled without letters, still ringing out clear and true 
from 1740.  

The fourth time, we were rooting around in the antique store and 
Fats Domino was singing an old Mardi Gras tune.  The 
proprietor, every inch the embodiment of sweetest old southern 
hospitality, was glad to talk about the music and her attachment 
thereto and her favorite performers and songs...so soft and gentle 
and genuine, she was, from an older era.  A ghost of her own 
sort, I guess.

The fifth time was when we boarded the train home, leaving me 
to wonder, "Now who's the ghost?"

This one consists of  just guitar and vocal, recorded 
simultaneously, no dubbing.  Okay, some pitch shifts, maybe.  
Thanks Pro Tools.  But it’s as close to a live thing as I’m going 
to get.  Took 42 takes before I could play it without muffing a 
chord, blowing a line or tearing up.  


